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The Federal Budget & Proposals for Work Requirements and
Rent Increases in HUD Programs
The federal government is currently funded
through March 23, 2018 under this year's
fifth Continuing Resolution. Before March 23, the
government will either have to pass another temporary
Continuing Resolution or pass a spending bill that will
fund the government for the rest of this fiscal year
(through September). Recent bipartisan
agreements will mean that most federal programs,
including affordable housing, will receive slight increases in funding. Current advocacy
efforts are focused on ensuring that all housing programs get their fair share of that
increase to keep up with rising housing costs nationwide.
On February 12, the President released a budget outline for Fiscal Year 19, which begins
in October. That proposal seeks to decimate important affordable housing programs,
like public housing and Housing Choice Vouchers. For more information about how the
proposal would affect your state, please see the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities's
data. While the details of every President's budget proposal are largely disregarded by
Congress, the proposal sends an important message about the President's priorities and
where funding cuts are possible. This, combined with recently leaked draft federal
legislation proposing drastic rent increases and harmful work requirements for lowincome tenants, underscores the importance of advocacy with your elected
representatives.

GAO Report Raises Serious Questions About the MTW Program
On February 15, 2018, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) released a 110page report evaluating HUD's Moving to Work (MTW) demonstration program. The GAO
report, Rental Housing: Improvements Needed to Better Monitor the Moving to Work

Demonstration, Including Effect on Tenants, confirms NHLP's concerns and experiences
with HUD's implementation, oversight, and expansion of the MTW program, as we
recently expressed to HUD Secretary Carson. GAO's major findings (summarized here)
reveal serious questions about MTW's effectiveness, inadequate HUD oversight, and
insufficient HUD MTW staffing. For more information, please contact Deborah Thrope at
dthrope@nhlp.org.

Leaked Draft "Public Charge" Regulations
On February 8, the media leaked draft regulations by the Department
of Homeland Security (DHS) that would change the way in which the

agency determines whether someone is a "public charge" - an
immigrant who can be deemed inadmissible because they are likely
to become primarily dependent on the government for subsistence.
The draft regulations broadly expand the types of benefits to be
considered in the public charge determination – including housing assistance such as
the Section 8 voucher and McKinney-Vento homeless programs, and likely other
housing subsidies. A notice of proposed rulemaking by USCIS is expected to be issued
as early as March. For more information on the changing public charge policy, see this
handout by the National Immigration Law Center (NILC).
NHLP is working with NILC to organize a housing subgroup to coordinate comments and
other advocacy efforts with the national Protecting Immigrant Families Campaign. If you
would like more information, please contact Karlo Ng at kng@nhlp.org .
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Your support helps sustain NHLP's work.

Please donate today!
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